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Personal background 



 The students who had migrated alone, while 
highly resilient and motivated, had greater 
need for psychosocial services 

 Their relatives also had greater need and 
sometimes struggled to transition to living 
together peacefully 

 Thus wanted to do research that could improve 
integrated services and policy 

 Not just legal representation 

Anecdotally 



Unaccompanied child migrants  
* are under the age of 18 
* cross international borders  
* without a parent or guardian 
* without appropriate legal  
    documentation to travel 





These are problems that also affect adults, as 
nearly one million have left the region of 30 
million since 2005. 





Refugees in the Americas  
Historically 

US’s humanitarian policy is often tied 
to its foreign relations 

Even in the seventies, eighties, and 
nineties, Central and South Americans 
had difficult obtaining asylum in the 
US 

Until Supreme Court ruling that 
remanded their cases for new review 



In doing the article together, 
It struck me that he and his friends said that had 
they known what the journey would be like, they 
would never had made it. 
 
At the same time, the Central American children I 
was meeting at the shelters said that the dangers 
they ran on the journey were the price they paid 
“to be someone,” “to get ahead (seguir adelante),” 
and to “have a better future.” 





 100,000 dead in the last eight years and another 
22,000 disappeared among citizens 

 At least 300,000 citizens a year internally 
displaced 

 Tamaulipas, Caderayta, and unknown numbers 
of clandestine graves with bodies of at least 
2,000 Central American migrants 

 In 2010 and 2011, at least 10,000 Central 
American migrants kidnapped, extorted, and 
tortured – often with authority involvement 

 Again, seen as the price one pays 

“Mexico: A cemetery of 
unmarked graves” 





 Participatory  
Child-centered 
Transnational  
Longitudinal 





Escritura creativa  
  Ensayos 
  Poemas 
  Cuentos 
  Cartas 

Arte   
O  Fotos 
O  Pulseras 
O  Banderas 
O  Murales 
 

Mapeo 



“De Donde Soy Yo” 

I am from two lands 
I was born in the Land of the Aztecs 
Where there is a lot of good, juicy fruit 
And big green mountains 

 
I am from a place where people work hard 
To stay alive 
They have strength like warriors 

 
There’s beautiful memories 
Big pyramids and statues 
I am from them too 
And the beautiful beaches as well. 



Mapeo de cuerpo 



They share experiences of: 
* years-long family separation 
* widespread violence in home  
    countries 
* higher rates of neglect and  
    abuse 
* dangerous journeys to  
    destination 



And where I lived, there was a lot of violence because I lived in a small town and 
there were no police. [The gangs] fought each other a lot, and there was no work 
for this reason. 

. . . there are many people who die because the gangs fight amongst themselves. 

. . . and my country is very dangerous and my home where I lived is beautiful but 
incredibly dangerous[.] There are [Mara] 18 and in this other town is Mara 13 and 
for this reason, there are many, many deaths. 



Refugees in the Americas  
2000 to 2012 

  According to UNHCR's 2011 data, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico have NO internal 
displacement and only a few thousand refugees 

  In the US, 74,449 from these countries have applied 
for asylum since 2007, but only 2250 were granted  

YET 
  Highest rates of homicide in the world in Honduras, 

El Salvador, Guatemala and Mexico 
  Alongside rapidly increasing organized crime, 

transnational gangs and arms and drugs trafficking 
  The US's Merida Initiative, appropriated $1.6 

billion, resulting in enforcement abuses 



Post-Conflict Transition 

 M. Taylor and T.A. Aleinkoff warned of 
criminal deportations in 1998 

 In creating the UAC program in 2003, US HHS 
acknowledged most were Central Americans 
fleeing violence 

 Human rights reports from Amnesty, HRW, 
USDOS and others continued to document 
widespread abuses and limited protection 

 UN agencies continued to document high 
levels of violence 
 



























A contested territory on the way to 
the return center and gang graffiti 
on a school a few blocks from San 
Salvador’s largest police station. 



La Chacra 

The location of at 
least two murders 
in the eight months 
we went to the 
return center. 





Karla Castillo 

Mi colaboradora 



Methodology 
 Location: Dirección General de 

Migración y Extranjería  (DGME) 
return center for deportees from 
Mexico 
 

 Family and children 
 

 Qualitative interview that now lasts 
30 to 60 minutes 
 

 Objective: document causes of 
migration and effects of deportation; 
provide them information about their 
legal options 



The Interview 
 
•Demographic data 

•Place of origin and residence 

•Family in El Salvador 

•Various data  

•Family in US or destination 

•Study 

•Work 

•Life style in El Salvador 

•Reasons for leaving  

•The route to the US 

•The return 



Time 
Voluntary participation 
Fear of: 
1.  Guardians – abuse, mistreatment, 
negligence 
2.  Coyotes/guías – abuses on route 
3.  Maras – incomplete information 

Limitations 





 106 (33%) girls and 216 (67%) boys 
 78.5% between ages of 13 and 17 
 92%  headed to US 
 From all departments (most from San Salvador, San 

Miguel, Santa Ana and Usulután) 
Want to arrive to all parts of US (New York; Houston, 

TX; Los Angeles, CA; Virginia and Maryland) 

322 interviews  



Threats, violence and insecurity (188 or 58%) 
Family reunification (113 or 35%) 
Study (102 or 31.6%) 
Employment (88 or 27.2%) y poverty  
Abuse (10 or 3.1%) 
Adventure (10 or 3.1%) 

Causes (multicausalidad) 



Children with one cause 

Cause Of 106 girls Of 216 boys 

Crime, threats and violence 36 34% 54 25% 

Work 3 3% 24 11% 

Family reunification 9 8% 8 4% 

Study  0 0% 2 1% 

Adventure 0 0% 3 1% 

Total 48 45% 91 42% 



Crime, threats and violence 
Departamento NNA Crimen 

Cuscatlán 7 100% 

Usulután 22 86% 

La Unión 34 68% 

San Miguel 34 68% 

Sonsonate 15 67% 

San Salvador 41 66% 

La Paz 17 65% 

San Vicente 18 61% 

Santa Ana 34 59% 

Morazán 19 53% 

Cabañas 22 45% 

La Libertad 13 38% 

Ahuachapan 19 32% 

Chalatenango 20 30% 



 Dakfks;da 

Threats 
Join or be killed (40f y 69m) 

Assaulted (4f y 18m) 
Parent murdered (14) 



 

145 have a presence of gangs 
130 study in schools with gangs nearby 
100 study in schools with gangs inside 
70 quit studying 
32 (4f y 28m) never leave their homes 

Places of residence 



Study 
Departamento NNA Estudio 

Chalatenango 20 45% 

San Miguel 34 44% 

Ahuachapan 19 42% 

La Unión 34 41% 

La Libertad 13 38% 

Cabañas 22 36% 

San Vicente 18 33% 

Morazán 19 32% 

La Paz 17 29% 

Usulután 22 27% 

Santa Ana 34 24% 

Sonsonate 15 20% 

San Salvador 41 15% 

Cuscatlán 7 14% 



 4.7 to 9.4 to 36 for females 
  78.2 to 138.6 to 275.3 for males 
 All had gang presence in neighborhood and 

school, and most had been threatened 
 

Ciudad Delgado 

Ilopango 
 5.3 to 8.9 to 26.7 per 100,000 for females  
 90.1 to 94.3 to 255.6 for males 
 Over half lived in a contested territory 
 All reported a presence of gangs in their 

neighborhoods and schools 
 In Soyapango, 12 of 17 children interviewed had 

a relative who was murdered in the previous 10 
years 



 Accounts of constant distrust, fear and 
uncertainty 

 “The streets have ears” 
 “The walls have ears” 
 “You never know who is who” 
 Afraid that if they went to sleep, they would be 

shot in the night 
 Unable to sleep 
 Constant shaking 

We also frequently heard: 





Migration reform (humanitarian visas 
and transnational family visas; more 
rights for work and TPS permits) 

Stop deportation of gang members 
Due process (lawyer, accurate country 

reports, time) 
Evidence-based economic and social 

development with oversight in region 
Medical-legal-social partnerships 

Recommendations: US 



Family reunification 
Departamento NNA Reunificación 

La Libertad 13 54% 

Ahuachapan 19 47% 

La Unión 34 47% 

Santa Ana 34 44% 

San Salvador 41 44% 

Cabañas 22 41% 

Chalatenango 20 40% 

Morazán 19 32% 

Usulután 22 27% 

Sonsonate 15 27% 

San Vicente 18 22% 

San Miguel 34 21% 

La Paz 17 18% 

Cuscatlán 7 14% 



Family reunification 
 
* 90 percent w/ family members in US 
* 50 percent w/ at least one parent 
* Balancing risk among adolescents 



Defining the Refugee 
INTERNATIONAL REGIONAL 

“A person who owing to a 
well-founded fear of being 
persecuted for reasons of 
race, religion, nationality, 

membership of a particular 
social group or political 
opinion, is outside the 

country of his nationality 
and is unable or, owing to 
such fear, is unwilling to 

avail himself of the 
protection of that country; 

…”  
(1951 Convention & 1967 

Protocol) 

“… persons who have fled 
their country because their 

lives, safety or freedom 
have been threatened by 

generalized violence, 
foreign aggression, internal 
conflicts, massive violation 

of human rights or other 
circumstances which have 
seriously disturbed public 

order …” 
(1984 Cartagena) 



Transnational Criminal 
Organizations 

 
Non-state actors capable of 

persecution with political goals and 
control of territory 

Challenge ability and willingness 
of governments 

Target some groups (poor, 
indigenous, young) more than 
others 

Employ escalating forms of 
persecution 
 





CAT Withholding 

El Salvador’s average homicide rate 
• 142 per 100,000 
• Deportees 10.6 times more likely 

to be murdered 

World Homicide Rates for 2014 
1. Syria (445 per 100,000) 
2. El Salvador (68.1 per 100,000) 
3. Honduras (68 per 100,000) 
12. Guatemala (32.1 per 100,000) 



 

Rehabilitative criminal justice 
system 

Leadership programs for youth to 
repair social contract in communities 

Protection programs for children 
recruited by gangs or tying to leave 
gangs 

Violence monitoring 
Work, English and university 

preparation programs in partnership 
with private sector 
 
 

Recommendations: El 
Salvador 



Elizabeth G. Kennedy 
egailk56@gmail.com 
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